Versatile use

UMH LIVE

in The Private Sector

Water in Spring Water Quality.
From the connection to the standard faucet to the use in

with 24-carat gold and has an encased pyramid-shaped po-

the travel kit: With UMH Live, UMH provides a device with

lished rock crystal. Internal handmade borosilicate glass vi-

unique versatility. The device is made of brass and plated

als provide a highly stable energy fiel.

Range of Use

Adavantages

- Shower and Bath

- Elimination of a spectrum of pollutants

- Faucet

- Improving cellular water and nutrient absorption capacity

- Table filter

- Crystalline spring water structure

- Travel Kit

- Stable bioenergy

- Garden Connection

- Transfer of anabolic energy when drinking,
bathing and showering

Warranty

- Noticeably softer and fresher taste

- 5-year warranty on function and device technology

- No electricity, no chemicals, no magnets

- 5-month money-back guarantee for unsatisfactory

- Maintenance-free

effectiveness

»The soul of man is like the water:

from the sky it comes, to the sky it

		

ascends, and down again to

earth it is forced, eternally changing.«

						

UMH convinces.

J. W. v. Goethe

Customer Opinions

on UMH Live

We are now proud the owners of a

and then enjoy a glass at any time

gives us more energy for the day. It

UMH unit and are totally impressed.

during the day. It has become my

was not the same with the water that

The fresh taste alone is convincing.

enjoyable habit to take filtered and

we had previously drunk.

When cleaning the dishwasher, we

vitalized water to work.

Our guests also noticed the outstan-

found hardly any limescale on glas-

As I offered a customer who is a real

ding taste. In addition, it is super

ses and the shower water is pleasant

foodie an espresso, he praised: „Your

convenient that the water is drawn

on the skin. I‘m now curious to see

coffee is always a dream, but today it

fresh from the tap and can be served

how long it takes the shower walls to

tastes even better. Is that possible?“

in a carafe. Previously people had to

be cloudy again ...

Yes, it is. It is simply wonderful!

use these despicable plastic bottles.

Susanne Scharff, 2011

We are completely satisfied and have
not regretted the investment a single

The topic of water, as I have often

day. We can recommend the UMH

read, is one of the most crucial

water treatment without any restric-

criteria for our health. Even in the six-

tions.

week trial with one of your devices, I

Uli & Kathrin Breitbach, 2011

could describe the positive physical
responses with an increased craving
of my body for the soft, well-rounded
taste of the water. The annoying
carrying of boxes was once and for
all finished. As a coffee drinker I can
Our plumber had met with a distri-

also notice that the lime content in

bution partner for Germany at my

my kettle has been reduced and it is

request and was initially extremely

much easier to remove what remains.

skeptical. The most amusing thing

For some time even my two rabbits

was that after having the taste de-

taste the treated water. A conventio-

monstration, he threw all his doubts

nal bowl with normal tap water - no

out the window and now integrates

revitalization- just sits there.

the UMH products in his range of

I would be more than happy to re-

options!

commend your devices to quality and
Christiane Driewer, 2010

health conscious people.
Matthias Rothfuß, 2010

Specifications

Since we have had a water filter with
UMH vitalization, everything is diffe-

Our UMH water system has raised

Length in mm:

61

rent. The water has a wonderful tas-

our awareness about the quality of

ø in mm:

55

te. It‘s soft and it smells good. I drink

water in general. We can handle it

Water flow l/min:

12

without needing to be prompted

better and have the feeling that it

Weight in kg:

0,36

For legal reasons, the company UMH and all of their brands offer no promise of healing. The devices cannot be a substitute for medical care, and at best can have a supporting effect. The listed experts report
and information on the effects are not currently recognized by doctors of conventional medicine and scientists alike. In the field of alternative medicine, however, it gains much more importance. The use of
UMH products should not result in the replacement of treatment for health problems by a doctor or medical practitioner.

